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performance catalysts require the incorporation of single-component catalytic species into carbon
materials through structuring. The carbon-catalyst interface can be optimized by maximizing the
number of structural pores (NSPs) present within carbon support materials. Few techniques exist for
the synthesis of NSPs in carbon nanotube (CNT) networks. Here we report a simple and effective
approach for the formation of NSPs in CNT networks by oxidation-induced nanopore nucleation
(OIN) of individual CNTs in metal-containing ionic liquid mixtures. The formation of NSPs in such
CNT-ionic liquid-metal catalysts facilitated higher dispersion and co-ordination of the active species
on the CNT backbone, and this led to significantly higher activity for the hydrogenation of
nitrobenzene with the new catalyst. The new methodology also enabled the formation of NSPs in
porous carbon supports with controlled pore size and high-surface areas.In the construction of a
building or similar structure, whether large or small, that require the use of concrete or the like, the
poured concrete or like mixture must remain in the specified form or shape until such time as curing
has taken place. For example, when pouring the concrete or mortar mixture, the mixture is first
applied to the surfaces of the form or mold, and then an appropriate finish surface is put over the
top of the concrete, or the masonry wall or similar structure is put in place. The concrete or mortar
mixture is usually allowed to set for a specified period of time, and then the formed concrete is
released from the form. Conventional forms utilized for casting concrete and/or similar mixtures are
normally temporary and thus are discarded once the casting operation is complete. Such
conventional concrete or mortar forms are normally quite heavy and awkward to handle.
Additionally, once concrete is cast, it is
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